Street stop infield: Subtle r-selection in action
Krauser PUA | 19 June, 2014 | by krauserpua
Good daygame is not about bells and whistles, salsa spins and silly pranks. That’s just feeding the
YouTube clowns who watch a fuckwit / charlatan and don’t even know what they are seeing. Good
daygame is not about standing still and making inane chit chat either, unless you’re top 5% in looks and
happy getting girls below you in SMV.
If you want girls younger-hotter-tighter you have to lead the chat, demonstrate value, move her through
the stages and do it all without appearing to be performing. It’s tough.
My recent efforts have been to subtley embed the lessons of lover/provider (or r/K selection) into the
mechanics of an infield stop. I’m making a discreet and well-calibrated sexual proposition to the girl in
the hope she’s step out for some adventure sex. Everything about me has to project the same signal:
Adventure Sex Guy. So I need to align:
fashion
body language
vibe
verbal content
decision making
Thus I have a bad boy style with rings, chains and biker boots. I stand confident and cocky while my eyes
shine and my mouth smirks. I’m sexually intense and unapologetic in expressing it. I turn the
conversation sexual with innuendo, teasing and leading. And I make decisions that lead to fast sex not
dating (hopefully!).
I haven’t recorded much in Belgrade because it takes me out of the moment. I think the few legit
daygamers have already put enough good infields up on YouTube already. But here’s one from a couple
of days ago. I’ve added captions to explain some of what I’m doing.
The main things to take from this audio are:
The r-selection gets tested when she mentions her boyfriend. Watch how I deal with it.
Try to spot all the subtle fractionation in matched pairs of push/pull, sexually on/off,
talking/listening, stupid/smart etc.
Haven’t fucked her yet. Still swapping texts to see if I can take her at the flood.
To learn this style of daygame, check out my books Daygame Nitro (intermediate) and Daygame Mastery
(advanced)
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